
Hybrid superyacht celebrates its 
world premiere
27/09/2017 The Monaco-based yacht builder Dynamiq is presenting the new avant-garde GTT 115 
superyacht, which it developed in collaboration with Studio F. A. Porsche, for the first time.

The world premiere of the GTT (Gran Turismo Transatlantic) 115 hybrid yacht is taking place today as 
part of the Monaco Yacht Show (September 27–30). “Today is the fantastic conclusion to a long design 
and development phase with our cooperation partner. Our aim was to launch a new type of superyacht 
onto the market,” says Sergei Dobroserdov, CEO of Dynamiq.

It is unusual for superyachts to have a consistent design concept – their design usually depends on the 
specific tastes of the customer. This is a gap in the market that Dynamiq recognised before 
commissioning F. A. Porsche to design a high-performance yacht capable of crossing the Atlantic. “We 
have designed a yacht to appeal to future-oriented owners who appreciate the advantages of speed, 
high-quality design and our philosophy for perfect performance”, explains Roland Heiler, Managing 
Director of Studio F. A. Porsche. “By combining power, speed, range and sporty design, we and our 
partner Dynamiq have created a Grand Turismo for the seas that is unrivalled worldwide.”



Top speed of over 21 knots
The GTT 115 uses the latest technologies to combine a top speed of over 21 knots with efficient fuel 
consumption and a range of 3,400 nautical miles. “Its hybrid system with three variable-speed 
generators is based on the principle of building sustainable yachts for the future,” states Dobroserdov. 
“At only 35 meters long, it combines manoeuvrability with the sensation of being aboard a large yacht. 
The high-quality workmanship and rhodium silver metallic paint finish are also sure to impress. We have 
consciously limited production to just seven units to allow the GTT 115 to become a genuine collector’s 
piece,” adds Dobroserdov.

The international audience to the Monaco Yacht Show can be the first to view the GTT 115 at berth 
H01 on Quai Louis II, in front of the Monaco Yacht Club which hosts the Dynamiq showroom.
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